REVISED PROGRAM – modifisert tirsdag kveld

Tuesday June 14
22.50  Arrival Værnes – transport to Comfort Park Hotel  Harald

Wednesday June 15
0930 – 1030  Presentation. Welcome.  Tore
1030 – 1100  Presentation of SEU’s Ping Yao master plan project  Dong Wei
1100 – 1200  Preliminary discussion on recommendations based on the research  Harald/SEU
1200 – 1300  Lunch  Lisbet
1300 – 1400  Preliminary discussion - Report and book  Tore og Luca/SEU
1400 – 1700  Preliminary discussion on recommendations based on the research (cont.)
1900  Dinner

Thursday June 16
0900 – 1200  Introduction – Smart Cities. ZEN research program  Wang Yu og Tone
             Visit to Living Lab, Test cell  Luca
1200 – 1330  Lunch  Lisbet
1330 – 1430  Report to NFR (The funding unit – The Norwegian Research Council)  Tore
1430 – 1500  Travel costs – refunding etc.  Brit
1500 – 1600  Preliminary discussion on future collaboration and seminar in September  Annemie, Tore Lisbet, Luca/SEU
1600 - 1800  Sight-seeing Trondheim Central areas  Tore
1900  Dinner  Tore

Friday June 17
0830 - 1000  Final discussion and conclusions on recommendations based on the research  Harald/SEU
1000 - 1015  Coffee-break
1015 - 1200  Final discussion and conclusions on future collaboration  Annemie, Tore/SEU
1200 - 1330  Lunch  Lisbet
1330 – 1400  Final discussion and conclusions on seminar in September  Dong Wei
1400 – 1500  Final discussion and conclusions on book project  Luca/SEU
1500 – 1600  Any other business
1600 – 1800  Sight-seeing
1930  Dinner – Harald’s home - Harald

Saturday June 18
Open day – reserve for unfinished discussions